Results: Compared with control group, in group A: the acoustic parameters presented a statistically significantly higher value (P < .05) of fundamental frequency (158.2 Hz vs 120.2 Hz), jitter (2.03 % vs 0.66 %), shimmer (6.54 % vs 3.77 %), NHR (0.24 vs 0.11), SPI (13.7 vs 8.71), DVB (2.23 % vs 0.12 %), DUV (9.31 % vs 0.54 %) and vAm (22.09 % vs 11.13 %), according to the degree of hearing loss; VHI had a mean value of 66 (vs 37 of group B).
Sleep Medicine
Coblation Channeling for the Tongue Qingfeng Zhang, MD (presenter); Wenfei Qin; Delong Liu, MD Objective: Investigate the efficacy of coblation-channeling for the tongue (CCT) in treatment of tongue hypertrophy in OSAHS.
Method: CCT was performed on 30 patients with OSAHS with tongue Friedman III or IV. Tongues were channeled perpendicularly to tongue base with laterally to tongue body from 10mm before FC and 25 mm from apex using Coblator II Wand Reflex55.
Results: MRI was done at 12 month follow-up and showed the retrolingual airway space had widened significantly without severe complications. Tongue base were decreased from Friedman III or IV to I or II.
Conclusion:
The results showed that CCT was a safe, minimally invasive, effective and repeatable option for hypertrophy tongue, although long term observations need to be done.
Sleep Medicine Comparison of Pre-and Postoperative Sleep in Pediatric Obstructive Sleep Apnea
Yoichi Nishimura (presenter); Wael A. Ahmed, MS Objective: Adenotonsillectomy is a common procedure for treating pediatric obstructive sleep apnea (OSA). It improves child growth as well as his psychological status. The objectives of this study are to compare the results of pre and postoperative polysomnographic data in terms of sleep structure and to identify the difference of each sleep stage.
Method: This is a prospective study of sleep structures of pediatric OSA patients, done on 26 children with OSA. Mean age was 4.5 years. It was done in a tertiary university hospital. All children had adenotonsillectomy. Standard over-night polysomnography was performed pre-operatively and one to three months postoperatively.
Results:
We identified significant improvements of mean apnea hypopnea index (AHI) after the adeno-tonsillectomy from 17.1 to 3.53 (P < .001). Rapid eye movement (REM) sleep did not change significantly. Both Stage 2 and slow wave stage did not change significantly. We also identified significant improvement in the arousal index from 23 to 11 (P < .001).
Conclusion:
We compared pre and post operative sleep structures in OSA children after adenotonsillectomy. We identified significant polysomnographic changes in the sleep structures in form of reduction of sleep stage 1 and arousal index. These polysomnographic parameters may lead to improvement of their physical and psychological conditions after the operation.
Sleep Medicine Does Tension Matter? A Comparison of Genioglossus Advancement Using Tensiometry to Predict Successful Outcomes
Jamie Andrews (presenter); Jose Barrera Objective: Evaluate the role of tension on the genioglossus muscle in patients undergoing genioglossus advancement for obstructive sleep apnea. We hypothesize that decreased tension and increased bicortical mandibular width will result in successful postoperative outcomes.
Method: Eleven patients underwent preoperative and postoperative polysomnography, nasal endoscopy, and subjective questionnaires. Intraoperatively, the bicortical width of the mandible and the force required to pull the window osteotomy forward was measured with a tensiometer. The preoperative and postoperative data collected was then compared against the intraoperative measurements.
Results: All patients completed pre-and postoperative evaluation. 82% (9/11) of patients were responders, defined as a greater than 50% reduction in AHI to an absolute level less than 15 events/h with no oxygen desaturations on postoperative polysomnography below 85%. A total of 18% (2/11) were nonresponders. All patients who were responders demonstrated a relative decreased tension (grams) and increased mandibular width (millimeters) with a tension to width ratio of less than sixty. All non-responders had a tension to width ratio of greater than sixty. Further, patients with the lowest ratio demonstrated the greatest subjective and objective improvement based on sleep questionnaires and polysomnography.
Conclusion:
We conclude that decreased tension and increased mandibular width are positive predictive factors for postoperative success, and increased tension and narrow mandibular width are negative predictive factors for postoperative success. Thus, the tension to bicortical width ratio may be an independent predictor of postoperative success following genioglossus advancement.
